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US constitution: system of checks and balances that divides authority- executive/legislative.. 

Legislative (congress) makes the law, generally considered the most dangerous component of 

government. This creates the possibility of dominating minorities. Congress is divided against 

itself to make it more difficult to pass anything that would hurt minorities. Minorities usually 

meant religious, like Quakers. Quakers were viewed as enemies because they didn’t support the 

revolution, made it worry some to be thrown into a democracy where they represented a tiny 

minority.  “Faction” group of people motivated by a passion, they are not problematic if they 

represent a minority they become a problem when they become a majority. Most common cause 

of faction is unequal distribution of wealth this means key minority to become is wealthy. 

Charles Beard picked up on this who argues the constitution is best understood if you look at it 

from the view of protecting the ruling minority.  

Congress was the most dangerous because it passes the laws, the laws are the biggest threats to 

minorities because they are most likely to threaten the rights. Executive branch: domestic politics 

was to see if the laws were executed, unimportant takes direction from Congress and enforces it. 

foreign policy- checks and balances that was designed for domestically now refers also to 

foreign. Checks and balances congress was given the right to declare war, appointment of 

cabinets, treaties. The president was given the power of commander and chief in the arm forces, 

beyond that he sends and receives ambassadors, what that indicates is a set of institutions sharing 

power. Every power in the congress there Is an equivalent in executive, only works effectively 

when it works together. It also provided for the possibility, power could shift to the executive. 

Globalization caused power to shift towards the executive branch, although the president is the 

commander and chief of armed forces. Didn’t have a large functioning army, it had a “minute 

man approach” – largely safe, long supply lines. If tensions rose, they would have enough time 

to mobilize an army due to the geographical location. The role of commander and chief was only 

effective when their was a declaration of war. 250 occasions of using soliders on foreign 

territory, not big but the role of commander and chief only relevant during periods of war 

became a central role in the executive branch. Calculated ambiguity: intentional in allowing 

people with different people opinions to vote for the same document for different reasons, where 

does the constitution power from. If the states give up power, they have the right to take it back. 

Foreign policy- allowed US flexibility in evolving over time, evolution has generally 

domestic/foreign policy tended to favor the executive branch. Expansion of federal government 

let them regulate commerce between the states, federal government can’t do things within the 

state- outlaw slavery, child labor, wages. Though 19
th

 century this distinction was changed that it 

could regulate interstate commerce, it required goods to pass from one state to another where the 

quality of goods is important the president could argue he should know how these protocols went 

about 

 



Foreign policy- end of ww2 permanent defense establishment empowered the president to the 

extent which was previously unknown. Powers of negotiating treaties  

Three branches judiciary: important role in foreign policy. Core institution includes all the 

federal boards, appeals, core institution is supreme court- consists of 9 judges, all of which who 

are appointed by the president, with consent of the senate, for life only impeachment. Judicial 

duties  (ambiguity). Basic idea, but not spelt out in constitution, role to keep eye on other 

branches, to make sure they won’t over step. Certain circumstances they should over rule if they 

conflict with constitution. Why would judges who are appointed be able to overrule elected 

officials? It is a power that the courts have. 

 Marbury vs. Madison: early days of the republic, where first instance that a party was replaced 

by opposition. Federalist was replaced by the anti-federalists. Anti-Federalists viewed as extreme 

radical, outgoing Adams sought to replace their policies through the judiciary, where they 

stacked the courts with reliable federalists who would stand in the way of the new president to 

pass anything. “Marbury” Jefferson could refuse to hand over the judge paper, and if the court 

passes they can ignore it they don’t have their own police. On the other hand if the court decides 

not to initiate it, they would give Jefferson a huge victory where the federalists were not inclined 

to do that. 1789 judiciary unconstitutional, supreme court had the right to overrule presidents and 

congress pleased Jefferson didn’t have to hand over, defeat for federalist.. but favored the court.  

1980s aftermath of Vietnam, would burn USA flags, Reagan tried to outlaw this, passed the law 

and someone burned an American flag and was arrested. Only when a case comes to the supreme 

court can it be replaced. Power they have used number of occasions. 

“Dreadsock” was slave taken from the south to the north, Michigan whichever rights my owner 

had no things over it. Courts overruled Missouri compromise, declared any state north of the 

Dickson line were free. Though they thought this made no sense so they took it to the Supreme 

Court. Supreme Court overruled it because he was a considered a slave and slaves were 

“property”. 

Courts have tried to stay out of foreign policy, courts are legal institution not political, foreign is 

not legal questions, proper place of checks and balances tends to be in the executive branch and 

legislative branch. Political questions doctrine: if president does something that someone doesn’t 

like, they can’t take it to the courts, they take it to congress against an unpopular policy. Stay out 

of political foreign policy issues. 2
nd

) argue that when the president does something, the soldiers 

sent into conflict, those can’t sue president; the court thinks the congress has given them 

complied consent. All 3) courts have generally acknowledged executive privilege: accounting 

office requested information on formulation of energy policy. Dick Chaney made an energy 

panel, never said who was on it guessed it was those in the oil industry, Chaney said he would 

not give access, was to get opinions and if they don’t make public who these people are. 

Supreme Court agreed with bush administration, early 1970s similar case, in New York Times 



vs. US- Pentagon Papers document that put together intelligence reports history of foreign policy 

in south East Asia, secret document leaked to press by Daniel Elsberg. Showed Nixon 

administration had secret war in Cambodia, bombing. Nixon called editors to stop them from 

reporting it, sued them where they decided in favour of New York times, not in favor of 

executive privilege, vital to make public make informed decisions.  

Water gate scandal, Nixon campaign 1972 broke into democratic campaign and stole their plans, 

some got caught, Nixon administration was involved,  tapes revealed installed white house tapes 

to record what were said in each office, prosecutors wanted to gain access to these tapes, to know 

about the cover up ultimately resigned over but Supreme Court ruled in favour of exposing this. 

2 decisions reached in Supreme Court 

Kurtis Rights Export vs. US- 1930s South America war where USA position wanted conflict to 

end, didn’t side with a side, Congress signed resolution, to do whatever he wants to have it end. 

Arms Embargo- shipped to either side, this export shipped them to Paraguay, argued it wasn’t a 

violation of their rights, imposing an embargo the legislative should be doing, not the executive. 

Argues foreign policy powers don’t derive from constitution, the constitution is irrelevant when 

it comes to foreign policy, idea that the US was sovereign not the separate states.  

Tube Company vs. Sawyer  

Steel industry was about to shut down, 1950s organized by steel workers union, war in Korea 

Truman argued that steel production can’t be shut down, seized the steel plants during the strike, 

settlement of waging their labors. Tube company not happy with this court was divided went 

against president, this was an attempt to achieve a goal using foreign policy national security 

threat wasn’t buying it. if conflict in Korea was bigger, maybe direction would have gone this 

way.  

Obama: vocal critic of executive power during Bush administration. Once he came to office this 

disappeared. Bush administration judges have stepped in, Gautama Bay- naval base where US 

took over of Spanish-American war, giving Cuba independence gave this naval base. Made into 

a prison, made into it during Bush administration mistreated torture, whatever evidence wouldn’t 

exist because evidence from torture isn’t good. If brought to US they would have to take them to 

court, won’t bring them into the US, will not have access to American courts.  

According to Supreme Court they have the same rights with American prisoners.  

Public Opinion, Ideology, and Political Culture on Foreign Policy 

Understanding public and impact on foreign policy three levels a) public opinion, b) ideology, c) 

political culture. Public opinion not relevant in making of foreign policy, explanation allowing 

public to influence policy makers, is dangerous because public is generally changeable, ill-

informed, incoherent and unstructured. Dangerous for policy makers to pay any attention to the 



public, instead the role of elites is not to reflect the opinions of the public, but to determine to 

manufacture consent among the general public. Believed professionals in the elites should 

determine the best foreign policy. Elitist view: everyone supports natural interest of foreign 

policy, notion of national interest something that prevails realist thoughts, that natural interest is 

increasing security through policies that increase their power. New consensus argues Liptin what 

theorist today argues the mass public, 80%+ ill-informed, doesn’t care about foreign policy not a 

good guide. Not true for other 20 percent, what “attentive public” those that do pay attention to, 

or elite public. Stronger consistent views on policy. Mass public, more or less forgotten about, 

Americans in 1964 poll 25% of population had not heard of Vietnam War.  

Ideology: making of foreign policy, stable. Changes happen slowly, studies of ideology found 

that the US ideology doesn’t play a prominent role, none ideological. They all share the same 

ideology, Robert Dall and Louis Hearts, fragment theory- most voters are in the center, no 

communist or social party, not hard right Fascism. Most Americans within the same stream. 

Extreme rights don’t immigrate, stay within Europe or part of lower class in America. Extreme 

Left tends to be absent is partly ideological, or patterns of settlement. Most immigrants didn’t 

call themselves labors. Entrepreneurs in the process of moving west, difficult to organize labor 

unions, environment of Western Europe of laborers very small mobility better increasing your 

wages through unions. Racial and ethnic division, for unions to manifest itself. Strong left wing 

movement, strongly suppressed them. What’s practiced in the US is “bread in butter union” role 

of unions is not to play a role in decision making process in corporations, but to improve 

conditions and wages through their class, those issues. Contrast to European unions, control 

unions has been powerful in deciding how companies invest their money. Republicans within the 

conservative party to be nominated, had to please the far right within the party, put himself 

forward as strongly religious, strongly pro-life, very right. Once he gets the nomination, has to 

go to the center. Obama had to go far left to get the nomination, main competitive was Clinton 

who was very center, toned down trying people for torture, to capture the swing vote.  

American Political Culture: different from ideology and public opinion, much more stable than 

either. Reason is political culture functions on Meta conscious. Public opinion affected by daily 

events. Next event causes them to forget previous concern. Ideology was result of education, 

how a political community answers core questions about who we are, what are we doing here et. 

Socialization, on the Meta conscious. How culture differs, when the Canada sends ambassador to 

South America, most analysis of political culture – myth within a community where a belief is 

sacriate. Myth of the city on the hill: Origin of speech of John Wilfred leader of the Pilgrims, 

arrival on the May flower. Purpose was to escape the corruption and to go to do a country for a 

blank space. More pure part of society. Argued new settlement of pure biblioc approach where 

the city on the hill would be a model, myth is unimportant when the belief of one community 

becomes very different with massive military/economic power. Reinforced by historical 

experiences, as US city on the hill. Became first jurisdiction to establish a democracy, that 

democracy became a model that was imitated by numerous jurisdictions, democracy has become 



the definition of legitimacy, to furthermore to rest of the world. US are populated by immigrants, 

myth in the sense of largely beyond question of leader of world affairs. Myth in sense may 

flower was not first American settlement, James town was the first commercial outpost of British 

instead found places to build plantation. 

2
nd

 idea that Americans came for freedom/better life, most arrived as slavery, or exploited. 

Problems of different levels,  

Given rise to three myths= myths of innocence, benevolence democracy, being the , 

exceptionalism, myth of in- US created by blank slate without corruption of ruling class, 

feudalism, monarchy, diplomacy, given this innocence its distinct from western European 

societies. Engages with other communities, not as corrupt societies, but guided by principal and 

morality. Myth of exceptionalism: American exceptionalism meaning different thinks: Laurian 

Barance- Technological superiority, basic idea that the US should succeed where others fail, the 

willingness in 2001 to march into Afghanistan with justification grave yard of empires, those 

have come to the end. British failed 3 times, Russia failed, US, failed those were Brits, America 

is exceptionalism. French controlled Vietnam tried to control It again in 1980s failed.. not an 

issue for USA because they were French, exceptionalism dominate role in discourse, only 

acknowledging now they are failing. They are the exception. 


